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[π / π := 1 ;  π :=apple/banana ]

1. Pythagoras, Aristotle and the Foundation of Modern Mathematics:   Introducing 
Decision-Making (Agency) in Physics. 
If  Mathematics is about “Nominal Definitions” and Physics about “Real Definitions”, isn’t  “π“  the 
foundation of mathematics itself? Is “π“  computable or uncomputable? And in what sense  could 
“unpredictablility” be included in π already?

A Definition or an Irrational Thought? A Nominal Definition or a Real Definition ?
π := 3.14…… ?  π := (1,0,∞)

One can think of  π being a mental representation of some physical existing entity or of a mental 
representation of some “action”, namely decision-making.

Imagine you found an apple beside you sitting in the grass beside a tree.   You can decide to search  
another identical apple or even think about the possibility of the exsitence of infinite apples or trees of 
the  identical  properties  (imaginary up to  irrational  thinking)  or  you can think about  dividing the 
existing real physical object (“one” apple) into 1,2,5,100.0000 or infinite identical pieces to create 
identical objects. One could ask if  dividing an apple into 5 identical objects is a rational or irrational  
thought. One could argue that it is physical impossible to get two identical parts. One could argue that 
the idea of getting infinite objects by dividing the apple in more and more smaller parts is a irrational 
thought as infinity itself should be irrational. The decision between searching for another (second) 
apple of same properties or dividing the existing apple into two identical objects in order to construct 
a representation for the number “2” or to introduce the concept for addition in mathematics is real and 
rational thinking. 
It is a representation for rational and real decision-making. It is predictable and it is computable.  To  
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answer the question if π is computable: YES, if we decide if we want to compute it for one, two, or  
twelve digits. Thinking of  Pi as a representation of some physical entity like mass, an apple, or even a  
“number”, π seems to  represent irrational thinking, a transcendental number that seem to  “contain”  
statistical randomness  without offering a mathematical proof for this idea. 

In the most basic approach to a real definition of π, π as a concept of receipt for action ,  decision-
making or “agency” seem to include the concept of counting in two ways:
- Imaginary counting and comparing (creating objects representing “time-like” objects) : counting full  
“identical” circles after finishing a circle from 0 at 0 degrees to 1 at 360 degrees turning 1 into 0 again  
and offering imaginary ∞.
-  Real  counting and comparing (creating objects  representing space):  repeating division to create 
identical real objects.

π:= 1 = 1/1 ; 1/1  := ∞ := 1-1 :=0

π:= 1 = ½ + ½ = 1 ; 1 -  ½ – ½  := 0

π:= 1 = 1/3 + 1/3 + 1/3 = 1 ; 1 -  1/3 – 1/3 – 1/3   := 0

π:= 1 = 1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 = 1 ; 1-  1/4 – 1/4 – 1/4 – 1/4    := 0

π:= 1 = 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 = 1 ; 1-  1/5 – 1/5 – 1/5 – 1/5 - 1/5    := 0

π:= 1 = 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/6 = 1 ; 1- 1/6 – 1/6 – 1/6 – 1/6 – 1/6 - 1/6    := 0

Setting up a definition of sets of numbers this way is avoiding a mix up of rational and irrational 

numbers and real and imaginary (infinity) numbers. SIN and COS as well as the Euler-equation e i π +1 
= 0 or  Hilbert-space are not used to model real physical problems of mathematical decision 
between true and false as a photon (light) cannot be understood as a wave in the herewith 
given mathematical “construction” and waves do not exist as representation of reality in this 
mathematical foundation.  A “wave” is  represented with the mathematical “concept” of π, 
representing agency and relation of two physical objects of different physical “dimension”, 
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but not as number or coordinate.

The mathematical concept of  π as a representation of some “matter” (other than abstract concepts of  
space and time) like apples, mass or gravitation itself is no rational approach to “reality”, as a perfect 
circle is only an abstract idea in space and time (including the concept of infinity) representing the  
observer, but not the observed (apple / gravity).

Squaring a circle:  Considering that  π = a/b is  always representing a  rational  “ratio”,  the case of 

squaring a circle becomes possible easily, if  “circumference” of a circle is understood as , ∑ x in the 

above definition. The ratio of surface of the constructed square ((√(2 ) )
2
) to the radius of the circle (1) 

is rational (2/1). In this definition of  π ,  π represents the decision to introduce a physical dimension 
including the concept of “infinity”, representing “decision-making” (Action and/or Reaction). The  
difference is made, when we decide if a circle should represent some imaginary / irrational idea of 
representation (a perfect circle is no physical object that could exist in real) or a real / rational idea of  
“construction”, “action”, or “agency”. In a transcendent idea, it  is including the decision between  
searching something identical that what already  found  or to actively divide what was found into 
smaller pieces to create something new. 0,5 Meter of space is a rational physical object, as ½ Meter is  
identical to ½ Meter by definition, while ½ apple is not identical to any other ½ apple. 

In same way a rational approach is given if  π is understood to be a complex symbol representing a 
“ratio” between two physical entities that must be given, rather than a complex “number”. π itself is 
not “real” unless it is “applied mathematics” as a rational ratio on two physical entities, a ratio of 
physical items in terms of a definition like “ a/b  :=π :=1“.

The ratio “surface of the circle / circumference of the same circle depending on the radius is given by

π r2

2πr
=

r
2

. (Flipping from 1 Dimension of Infinity  to 2 Dimensions of Infinity)

The ratio “Volume of a sphere / surface of this sphere depending on the radius  is given by

 

4
3

π r3

4 π r2
=

r
3

. (Flipping from 2 Dimensions of Infinity  to 3 Dimensions of Infinity)

Here, π is representing Pythagoras idea of 90° and 180° only.  In this sense, the “Number” 3,14… has 
no meaning at all in mathematics or in physics and makes a solution of general relativity impossible.  
It is not possible to compute something with no meaning, although “1/3 π := 1 apple / 3 banana” as 
receipt for a salad has a rational physical meaning (thought) included, that is computable, rational and 
real physical.  

2. Newton, Einstein and the Foundations of  Modern Physics
In his original publication 1905 Einstein  explained [1], that “time” is relative and that synchronized 
clocks are only possible with using “time” as a concept of duration between Point A in space and  
Point B in space. “c” alias “the speed of light”  becomes the ultimate reference as only valid “clock” 
itself, and more importantly,  c = constant [Meter / Second] is setting “time” to be proportional to  
“space” because “light” alias a “photon” does not carry mass, but only a “frequency” to represent a  
“wave” in the particle-wave dualism we are used to since over a century.
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Let us face the Problem of modern Physics in going straight to the heart of the riddle  that Einstein [1] 
and Newton [2] left to modern Physics: The “Problem of Time”.

Today we work with a measurement-system that is not valid in terms of  Special Relativity [1]. To 
finally “accept” Einstein’s Theory in a more “general” and physical “practical”  (not only intellectual)  
way we must  “delete”  out  the  false  imaginary time (representing “God”)  and we must  introduce  
“feelings”  of  biological  organisms  into  theoretical  physics  to  combine  theoretical  physics  with 
theoretical biology:

"The metre, symbol m, is the SI unit of length. It is defined by taking the fixed numerical value of 
the speed of light (speed of cause)  c when expressed in the unit m s−1”

"The second, symbol s, is the SI unit of time. It is defined by taking the fixed numerical value of the 
inverse speed of light (speed of cause) 1/ c when expressed in the unit m-1 s ”

Space then is representing the Descartes “thought” of the observer, while Time then represents the  
Newton “feeling” (love) of the observer instead the churches idea of a “GOD”. 

Are we allowed to do such extensive surgery on modern physics,  quantum theory and theory of 
general relativity without a need? Is there a need? I think we must do so and change the Base-SI-
System in order to introduce basic human rights on this planet  for all  nations by physics and to 
prevent that Mr. Bill Gates and other Philantrophist mistakenly destroy our planet on their idea to  
“save the world”,  although they don’t  have any clou about  reality.  David Bohm in 1990 already 
explained that, trying to solve a problem with the same thinking that caused the problem, will lead to  
an even bigger problem. This causal chain-reaction is computable, so we can foresee already, that 
without a change in this definition, the earth will be destroyed entirely within the next decades even 
more faster, while Mr. Gates by mistake “thinks” that things are getting better. 

If throwing in a physical meaningless number as foundation of the measurement-system, it is logical 
to receive a meaningless number in the output of the measurement-system.

"The second, symbol s, is the SI unit of time. It is defined by taking the fixed numerical value of the 
caesium frequency ∆νCs, the unperturbed ground-state hyperfine transition frequency of the caesium 
133 atom, to be 9192631770 when expressed in the unit Hz, which is equal to s−1."[1]

The western civilization obviously introduced the number 9192631770 (not  “42” as suggested by 
Douglas Adams) and in consequence 1/137 to be the reason for it all.  Using such definition of time is  
causing human being on earth to fail. Originally “time” was the sun rise, as a community was able to  
balance their feelings to 5 days = 5 days, although one might have felt the duration like 1 day, while 
the other might have felt the duration like 3 years. But geometrically the sunrise on earth is an event 
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that is countable, while feelings are not countable. To allow the people to rediscover the biological 
rational thinking, feelings must be “allowed” again with the grant of the universal human right for  
feelings, technical operated by change of the definition of time and space as the most basic “values”  
for economy. It is easy to see, that this also is needed to “repair” the economic crisis the world is  
facing right now and to prevent nations from doing heavy mistakes that will set the life of planet earth 
at risk.

3.  A Surgery using Radical Constructivism on the Agency-Problem in Physics

Glasersfeld (1984) [3] analysis tries to show “[...] on the one hand, that a
consciousness, no matter how it might be constituted, can “know” repetitions, invariances, and
regularities only as the result of a comparison; on the other hand, it shows that there must
always be a decision preceding the comparison proper, whether the two experiences that
are to be compared should be considered as occurrences of one and the same or of two
separate objects. These decisions determine what is to be categorized as “existing” unitary
objects and what as relationships between them. Through these determinations, the
experiencing consciousness creates structure in the flow of its experience. And that structure
is what conscious cognitive organisms experience as “reality” – and since that reality is
created almost entirely without the experiencer’s awareness of his or her creative activity, it
comes to appear as given by an independently “existing” world. ”

 
The Solution to the Problem of Time [4] suggest to model reality as a 3-dim. hologram of the 2-dim.  
thought and emotion of the observer (human being). In this sense, a two dimensional surface is the  
“origin” for the information and energy in our models as a representation of an ongoing action ↔ 
reaction “decision-making” in two dimensions. While „thought“ (volition) should have its physical  
representation as „space“ , „emotion“ should have its representation as „time“ (cause, agency).     

d
dc [ d

dc
[c3 ] πc2]=constant= 1

12 π c3
=1      

[(107102) to adopt the scale of the field given with magnetic constant µ0 = 4 π 10-7  and Rydberg-Constant adding 
10-2 factor to apply origin of energy in 2 dimension]

The Planck‘s constant then unveils that today we use an inverse proportional understanding of Energy 
between Quantum Theory (light) and General Relativity (gravity). 

h=5 ⋅
d

( π c2)

dc

d
( c6 )

dc

=
10 π

6 c4 =6,618711... ⋅10− 34;
s4

m4  (1)

Δ E=h⋅ f    is incorrect then as  description for the physical property of light with new definition of 

Planck‘s constant the relation turns into      
1

(Δm )
=h ⋅ f (2)

with  Δ E=Δm ⋅c2 turns into  
Δ E

c2
=

1
hf   this is

Δ E=c2h−1 f −1 (3)
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with  (1) 

Δ E=
6
5
⋅c6 ⋅ω−1

    [m6

s5 ]   (4)

Mass is calculated then by 

Δ m=
6
5
⋅c4 ⋅ω−1

  [m4

s3 ] (5)

with Δ m=ctc ⋅4 ⋅ c3 (see [4])

can be transformed for the „two“ involved times to 

1
5
=

4 T t

3T e
  (Force  Newton = m5/s5 ; Mass kg = m4/s3 )  

Due to the change of the units of the Planck‘s constant following the new definition of time the Fine-
Structure-Constant becomes the dimension of a velocity and therefore a relation between space and  
time:

α =10− 7⋅ 6
5
⋅c5⋅ (6G )

4
[m/s]    (1/137,8.. m/s)

while the Gravitational Constant is  of the inverse dimension.

G=
1

4 π 4c
[s/m]

The equation 12 π c3
=1 describes a geometrical derived definition  for time that includes the „unit“  

of the dimension of „time“ (π)  when using the concept of „frequency“ within a model.  With fCs, 

the   unperturbed  ground-state  hyperfine  transition  frequency  of  the  caesium  133    atom   
(definition for the „second“ of time in Base – SI -Units)  and R∞ the Rydberg-constant for infinite 
nuclear mass and speed of light 

cCODATA=299792458 [ m /s ]

it is calculated  with the PI-framework

12 π c3
=1 => cPi=0,298233409 ..⋅109 [ m /s ]

12π c3
=1   =>   12 ce=

1

π ct
2

R∞

f Cs

⋅104⋅ cCODATA = 
10973731,568160 m− 1

9192631770 s −1
⋅104 ⋅cCODATA =11,999935 ⋅cPi [ dimensionless ]

There  is  another  way  to  calculate  the  ratio  between  the  Rydberg-Constant  and  the  ground  state 
hyperfine transition frequency of the caesium 133 atom. Let us assume that the sun is encircling the 
earth or the other way around (no matter).  The imaginary „speed“ of the sun (light) then is calculated 
as the circumference of the imaginary orbit of the sun divided by the duration of one year in seconds:

cSUN=
2 π ⋅r

365 ⋅24 ⋅60 ⋅60
[ m /s ] 

with r=average distance between earth and sun=149 600 000 000 m
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cSUN=
2 π ⋅r

365 ⋅24 ⋅60 ⋅60
[ m /s ]  => cSUN=298060794 ⋅ 1

104

R∞

f Cs

⋅ cCODATA =  12,00689 ⋅cSUN [ dimensionless ]

It looks like  this could be accepted as cross validation approach of  the new measuring-instrument 
with experimental data R∞ as representation for the “Meter” as Output and fCs as representation for the 
“Second”  as “Input”.  Let us check what would happen to the system of  measurement in detail:

Due to the correction of the wrong dimension from Planck’s constant of  [meter 6 second-4] as it is used 
today into the correct  dimension [meter-4 second4],  the  Candela,  Mol and Watt  become the same 
dimension (representing a unification of three interactions in the Standard-Model of Physics).  The 
here presented list of physical units is still under construction, so there might be mistakes in it. But 
this should be understood as “work” in progress and everyone is invited to find mistakes, as I am not a 
professional physicist and my skills are very limited.  

4. Conclusion about the “5th Element” (agency ; action ; free will) 

The most important aspect is to resolve the Quantum-Computer to “1” and “-1” and to prevent the use 
of infinity and Zero in mathematics in general. While using the correct definition of time, Zero and  
Infinity  are  deleted in  the  measurement-system and the arrow of  time becomes “action-reaction” 
principle of Newton. Then a change of even one bit would affect the entire universe at once and 
everything is entangled. Solar System will become a living organism due to a correct definition of  
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time = feeling. Finally I try to express the idea of a new definition of (unified) “time” to introduce a 
kind of mathematics without the use of Zero (0) and without the use of  Infinity (∞):
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What is a Black Hole?

A Black Hole is the electromagnetic “shadow” of Sun (our gravitational 
center in Solar System) 
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